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closer to Tess and begins to put the
pieces of her traumatic past
together, Juliana zeroes in on her
whereabouts. They don’t know it,
but the three of them are on a
collision course, hurtling straight
into the Creeper’s path.
Fragile Eternity Harper Collins
A journey may take hundreds of miles, or it
Wicked Lovely Harper Collins
may cover the distance between duty and
A contemporary Bluebeard story
desire. Sixteen of today’s hottest writers of
set in the shadowy edges of New
paranormal tales weave stories on a
Orleans’ French Quarter by the
common theme of journeying. Authors
New York Times best-selling author such as Kelley Armstrong, Rachel Caine,
Melissa Marr After receiving a lead and Melissa Marr return to the beloved
from an unlikely source, Juliana, the worlds of their bestselling series, while
mortician tasked with the bodies of others, like Claudia Gray, Kami Garcia,
victims of the "Carolina Creeper",
and Margaret Stohl, create new
the South’s most notorious serial landscapes and characters. But whether
they’re writing about vampires, faeries,
killer in decades, sets off to New
angels, or other magical beings, each
Orleans in search of Theresa
Morris, an heiress and presumably author explores the strength and resilience
the Creeper’s only surviving victim.of the human heart. Suspenseful, funny, or
Theresa now goes by “Tess” and isromantic, the stories in Enthralled will leave
a shadow of her former heiress self. you moved.
The Wicked & The Dead HarperCollins UK
She’s also being pursued by famous
A collection of short stories featuring tales of
novelist Michael, who sets his
characters from the Wicked Lovely novels that
sights on Tess as the muse of his
mix with accounts of new characters.
work-in-progress, oblivious to her Faery Tales and Nightmares Simon and Schuster
former identity. As Michael gets
Aislinn and Seth struggle with the unforeseen
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consequences of Aislinn's transformation from
fanatic who knows she's just as
mortal girl to faery queen as the world teeters on good as the guys. This is for
the brink of cataclysmic violence.
fans of The Running Dream by
Thorn Jack Knopf Books for Young
Wendelin Van Draanen, Grace,
Readers
Gold, and Glory by Gabrielle
Mortal affections and faery
Douglass and Breakaway: Beyond
rivalries continue to collide in
the Goal by Alex Morgan. The
the town of Huntsdale. After the
summer before Caleb and Tessa
terrible events of Ink Exchange,
enter high school, friendship
the Dark Court has a new ruler.
has blossomed into a
But will Niall's kindness survive
his new responsibility to the most relationship . . . and their
playful sports days are coming
violent of Faerie courts?
to an end. Caleb is getting
Old Habits Melissa Marr
Sure, love is hell. But it,s ready to try out for the
football team, and Tessa is
totally worth it. In these
training for cross-country. But
supernatural stories by five
all their structured plans
of today's hottest
derail in the final flag game
writers—Melissa Marr (Wicked when they lose. Tessa doesn’t
Lovely), Scott Westerfeld
want to end her career as a
(Specials), Justine
loser. She really enjoys
Larbalestier (Magic or
playing, and if she’s being
Madness), Gabrielle Zevin
honest, she likes it even more
(Elsewhere), and Laurie Faria than running cross-country. So
what if she decided to play
Stolarz (Blue is for
football instead? What would
Nightmares)—love may be
happen between her and Caleb? Or
twisted and turned around,
between her two best friends,
but it's more potent than
who are counting on her to try
ever on its quest to conquer
out for cross-country with them?
all. From two students who
And will her parents be upset
let the power of attraction
that she’s decided to take her
guide them to break the hard- hobby to the next level? This
and-fast rules of their world summer Caleb and Tessa figure
to the girl who falls hard
out just what it means to be a
for a good-looking ghost with boyfriend, girlfriend, teammate,
a score to settle, the
best friend, and someone worth
clever, quirky characters in cheering for. “A great next
this exciting collection will choice for readers who have
break your heart, then leave enjoyed Catherine Gilbert
Murdock’s Dairy Queen and
you believing in love more
Miranda Kenneally’s Catching
than ever.
Jordan.”—SLJ “Fast-paced
The Girl Who Wrote in Silk
football action, realistic
Melissa Marr
family drama, and sweet
For every athlete or sports
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romance…[will have] readers
HarperCollins
looking for girl-powered sports This Fond Madness is a
stories…find[ing] plenty to
collection of several of Marr's
like.”—Booklist “Tessa's
previously published fairy tale
ferocious competitiveness is
and fantasy stories. It
appealing.”—Kirkus Reviews “[The contains the following
Football Girl] serve[s] to
previously published stories:
illuminate the appropriately
"Awakened" (a selchie story),
complicated emotions both of a
"Guns For the Dead" (a
young romance and of pursuing a Graveminder story), "Corpse
dream. Heldring writes with
Eater" (a dystopian Norse
insight and restraint.”—The Horn myth), "The Strength Inside"
Book
(Romanian folklore). Also
Graveminder Harper
included is "The Maiden Thief"
The world is gone, destroyed by (on Bluebeard) which has first
human, ecological, or
appeared in print in this
supernatural causes. Survivors
collection. Also included is an
dodge chemical warfare and
excerpt of Cold Iron Heart: A
cruel gods; they travel the
Wicked Lovely Novel (2020).
reaches of space and inhabit
Faery Tales & Nightmares
underground caverns. Their
HarperCollins Children's
enemies are disease, corrupt
Books
corporations, and one another;
The fifth and final
their resources are few and
breathtaking instalment in
their courage is tested.
the darkly seductive and bestPowerful original dystopian
selling WICKED LOVELY series,
tales from nine bestselling
about the collision of mortal
authors offer bleak insight,
prophetic visions, and precious and faery worlds... The
Summer King is missing; the
glimmers of light among the
Dark Court is bleeding; and a
shards and ashes of a ruined
stranger walks the streets of
world. Stories from: Kelley
Huntsdale, his presence
Armstrong Rachel Caine Kami
Garcia Nancy Holder Melissa
signifying the deaths of
Marr Beth Revis Veronica Roth
powerful fey. Torn between
Carrie Ryan Margaret Stohl
his new queen and his old

Love Is Hell HarperCollins UK
Story of 17-year old Aislinn
who can see spirits, and
Summer King Keenan who wants
to make her his weapon to
fight Winter Queen Beira and
Darkness King Irial A 21st
fairy tale for teenagers.

love, Keenan left Huntsdale
to wander aimlessly but after
centuries of leading his
court it was not long before
the reality of being Summer
King became too pressing.
Violence seemed more
inevitable by the day and the

Beyond the Chocolate War
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Summer Court was not yet
bestselling Wicked Lovely
strong enough to face
series will leave readers
conflict, so Keenan made a
breathless.
dangerous deal with the water The Football Girl Harper
fey. It is a desperate bargain Collins
In the third mesmerizing tale
he makes to strengthen his
court against the coming war. in Melissa Marr’s #1 New York
Times bestselling Wicked Lovely
Aislinn tends the Summer
series, old friends become new
Court, searching for her
enemies—and one wrong move
absent king and yearning for
could plunge the Earth into
Seth. She knows she must be a chaos. Seth never expected he
powerful queen to hold her
would want to settle down with
court together, while Bananach anyone, but that was before
becomes more and more
Aislinn. She is everything he'd
dangerous, and she is losing ever dreamed of, and he wants
faeries to her. Donia longs
to be with her forever. Forever
for fiery passion even as she takes on new meaning, though,
when your girlfriend is an
coolly readies the Winter
Court for battle. Her court is immortal faery queen. Aislinn
still powerful, but she must never expected to rule the very
remain focused on keeping them creatures who'd always
terrified her, but that was
that way and not get
before Keenan. He stole her
distracted by Keenan when he
mortality to make her a
shows up at her door again.
monarch, and now she faces
The Dark Court is thrown into challenges and enticements
chaos when they are rocked by beyond any she'd ever imagined.
tragedy. And Seth, sworn
Seth and Aislinn struggle to
brother of the Dark King and stay true to themselves and
heir to the High Queen, is
each other—all while navigating
about to make a mistake that the shadowy rules and shifting
could cost his life. They all allegiances of the Faery
know what Bananach seeks - the Courts.
raven-faery is the embodiment Cold Iron Heart HarperCollins UK
Sixteen-year-old Cara Lange has
of war and discord. She and
always been a loner, even more so
her growing number of allies since she moved away from her best
want mutiny and murder. Love, and only friend, Zoe, a few years
ago. Cara mostly spends her time
despair and betrayal ignite
the Faeries Courts, and in the avoiding the popular girls who
call her 'choker' after a
final conflict, some will
humiliating incident in the
win... and some will lose
cafeteria, and watching Ethan Gray
everything. The thrilling
from a distance, wishing he would
conclusion to Melissa Marr's finally notice her. Then one day
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Cara comes home and finds Zoe
& Fey is a collection of Marr’s
waiting for her. Zoe's on the run tales of Celtic faeries and fey
from problems at home, and Cara
creatures. It includes “Old
agrees to help her hide. With Zoe Habits” and “Stopping Time”
back, Cara's life changes
(previously published Wicked
overnight. Zoe gives her a new look
Lovely Dark Court stories) and
and new confidence, and before she
two previously published selchie
can blink, Cara is flirting with
short stories (“Awakened” and
Ethan and getting invited to
parties. And best of all, she has “Love Struck). The collection
also includes “Carnival of
her best friend to confide in
Lies,” a prequel story to the
again. But just as quickly as
2012 novel Carnival of Secrets,
Cara's life came together, it
starts to unravel. A girl goes
and excerpts of first book in
missing in her town, and everyone the faery duology, Seven Black
is a suspect ~ including Ethan.
Diamonds (2016), and ColdI ron
Worse still, Zoe starts behaving
Heart: A Wicked Lovely Novel
very strangely, and Cara begins to (2020).
wonder what exactly her friend does
Ink Exchange Harper Collins
all day when she's at school.
The first bite is only the
You're supposed to be able to trust
beginning. Twenty of today's
your best friend no matter what,
but what if she turns into a total favorite writers explore the
intersections between the
stranger?

living, dead, and undead. Their
vampire tales range from
romantic to chilling to
gleeful—and touch on nearly
every emotion in between. Neil
Gaiman's vampire-poet in
"Bloody Sunrise" is brooding,
remorseful, and lonely. Melissa
Marr's vampires make a highCome Back to Me Melissa Marr
stakes game of possession and
A collection of short stories
featuring tales of characters from seduction in "Transition." And
the Wicked Lovely novels that mix in "Why Light?" Tanith Lee's
with accounts of new characters.
lovelorn vampires yearn most of
Desert Tales HarperCollins
all for the one thing they
Return to the world of Wicked
cannot have—daylight. Drawn
Lovely with an all new Dark
from folk traditions around the
Court short story. Set after
world, popular culture, and
the end of the series, “Love
original interpretations, the
Hurts” catches up with Irial,
vampires in this collection are
Niall, and Leslie—and offers
enticingly diverse. But reader
clues about the new Wicked
beware: The one thing they have
Lovely prequel novel, Cold Iron in common is their desire for
Heart (May 2020). Tales of Folk blood. . . .
Darkest Mercy Harper Collins
Rika, a once-mortal faery,
gladly retreated to an isolated
desert, but when her trickster
friend from court, Sionnach,
arrives she must stand up to
him to protect the desert fey
and mortals alike.
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Fragile Eternity Melissa Marr
Death, love, destiny, and
In near-future New Orleans,
danger! Lenzi knows she must be
draugar, again-walkers, are
going crazy. She's hearing
faster and stronger than most
voices and having
humans, but not venomous until
visions--specifically of
they are a century old. Until
gravestones, floods, and a
then, they shamble and bite.
gorgeous guy with steely gray
Since not everyone wants to see eyes. And there's nothing anyone
their relatives end up that
can do to help, not even her
way, Geneviève Crowe makes her
handsome musician boyfriend,
living beheading the dead. But
Zak. Until she meets Alden, the
now, her magic’s gone sideways, boy from her dreams, and learns
and the only person strong
she can speak with lost souls.
enough to help her is the one
Now Lenzi must choose: destiny
man who could tempt her to
or normalcy. Alden or Zak. Life
think about picket fences: Eli
or death. And time is quickly
Stonecroft, a faery who chose
running out.
Made for You Melissa Marr
to be a bar-owner in New
Combining the sorcery of The Night
Orleans rather than live in
Elphame. Then human businessmen Circus with the malefic suspense
of A Secret History, Thorn Jack is
start turning up as draugar.
a spectacular, modern retelling of
Suddenly, the queen of the
the ancient Scottish ballad, Tam
again-walkers and the wealthy
Lin—a beguiling fusion of love,
son of one of the victims, both
fantasy, and myth that echoes the
hire Geneviève to figure it
imaginative artistry of the works
out. She works to keep her
of Neil Gaiman, Cassandra Clare,
magic in check, the dead from
and Melissa Marr. In the wake of
crawling out of their graves,
her older sister’s suicide, Finn
and enough money for a future
Sullivan and her father move to a
that might be a lot longer than quaint town in upstate New York.
Populated with socialites,
she’d like. Neither her heart
hippies, and dramatic artists,
nor her life are safe now that
she’s juggling a faery, murder, every corner of this new place
holds bright possibilities—and
and magic. “I loved The Wicked
dark enigmas, including the
and The Dead! A sassy, assdevastatingly attractive Jack
kicking heroine, a deliciously
Fata, scion of one of the town’s
mysterious fae hero, and a
most powerful families. As she
wonderful mix of action and
begins to settle in, Finn
romance. Add that to Melissa's
discovers that beneath its pretty,
usual great world-building, and placid surface, the town and its
I'm already looking forward to
denizens—especially the Fata
family—wield an irresistible charm
book 2!" – Jeaniene Frost, NYT
and dangerous power, a tempting
Bestselling Author
and terrifying blend of good and
Tokyopop Wicked Lovely, Volume
evil, magic and mystery, that
3 St. Martin's Paperbacks
holds dangerous consequences for
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an innocent and curious girl like
Finn. To free herself and save her
beloved Jack, Finn must confront
the fearsome Fata family . . . a
battle that will lead to shocking
secrets about her sister’s death.
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